Residue Specific Interaction of an Unfolded Protein with Solvents in Mixed Water-Ethanol Solutions: A Combined Molecular Dynamics and ONIOM Study.
The molecular mechanism of ethanol governed unfolding of an enzymatic protein, chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (CI2), in water-ethanol mixed solutions has been studied by using combined molecular dynamics simulations and ONIOM study. The residue specific solvation of the unfolded protein and the interactions between the individual amino acid residues of the protein with ethanol as well as water have been investigated. The results are compared with that obtained from the folded state of the protein. Further, emphasis has been given to explore the residue's preferential site of attraction toward the nature of the solvents. The heterogeneous structuring of water and ethanol around the hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces of the protein is found to correlate well with their available surface areas to the solvents. Both hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions are found to have important contributions in rupturing protein's secondary structural segments. Further, residue-water as well as residue-ethanol binding energies show significant involvement of the hydrogen bonding environment in the unfolding process; particularly, residue-water hydrogen bonds are found to play an indispensable role.